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TITLE VII AND THE #METOO MOVEMENT

Rebecca Hanner White*

INTRODUCTION

The issue of sexual harassment is having its spotlight moment.1 The #MeToo movement has galvanized women worldwide, with women speaking out as never before about sex-based mistreatment they have experienced on the job.2 Many of the women leading the movement are high-profile—actresses or media stars3—and their voices have inspired other women (and some men) from all walks of life to share their “me too” stories. During the past year, numerous men, many of them also high-profile, have lost or resigned from their jobs over allegations of sexual misconduct in the workplace.4 Those allegations range from the most egregious—rape or repeated forcible touchings—to those that involve conduct reasonable people may consider “merely offensive.”5 Some allegations involve recent or even presently ongoing conduct, but many more allege conduct that occurred years or even decades ago. Some of these

---

* Dean and J. Alton Hosch Professor of Law Emerita, University of Georgia. My thanks to Dan Coenen, Bill Corbett, and Usha Rodrigues for their comments on this Essay.


2 The MeToo hashtag was used 500,000 times in its first 24 hours. Margaret Renkl, The Raw Power of #MeToo, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 19, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/19/opinion/the-raw-power-of-metoo.html. The hashtag appeared after the actress Alyssa Milano posted, on October 15, 2017, an invitation saying, “If you’ve been sexually harassed or assaulted write ‘me too’ as a reply to this tweet.” Id.

3 Prominent examples include Ashley Judd, Mira Sorvino, and Uma Thurman, among numerous others.

4 Glamour Magazine has been posting online a running list of powerful men who have been accused of wrongdoing, with pictures of the men accused, the allegations against them, and the outcome of those allegations. See Post-Weinstein, These Are the Powerful Men Facing Sexual Harassment Allegations, GLAMOUR, https://www.glamour.com/gallery/post-weinstein-these-are-the-powerful-men-facing-sexual-harassment-allegations (last updated June 15, 2018, 2:30 PM). As the preface to the list notes:

    Now, in a post-Weinstein world, legions of women have felt empowered to speak out and share their own #MeToo stories—both on social media and in news outlets. The reports against the powerful producer sparked an avalanche of accusations against high-profile men in media, politics, Silicon Valley, and Hollywood, all with varying degrees of repercussions. Sexual harassment in the workplace is certainly nothing new, but it’s safe to say the issue is now, rightfully, taking center stage.

    Id.

5 See Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 21 (1993) (reinforcing that “merely offensive” conduct is not sexual harassment within the meaning of Title VII).
allegations involve conduct that federal law prohibits; other allegations, quite frankly, do not.

The way women have been and are being treated at work has generated understandable outrage, and the #MeToo movement has harnessed the power of that outrage in a way this area of the law has seldom, if ever, seen. Certainly, courts recognized before the #MeToo movement that no person should be required to “run a gauntlet of sexual abuse in return for the privilege of being allowed to work.” At the same time, federal law, while it prohibits sexual harassment in the workplace, does not make actionable every sexual interaction that occurs, even when those interactions are unwelcome. The law sees sexual harassment on a continuum, ranging from the “merely offensive” conduct that is not actionable to the severe or pervasive conduct that is. And it places on the victim of harassment an obligation, in many situations, to speak up in a timely manner—to take steps to stop harassing conduct from becoming so serious that it would be actionable.

It is important to understand, in the #MeToo moment, the elements of a federal claim of sexual harassment. Much of the headline grabbing conduct would not, in fact, state a legally-viable claim, for reasons that will be explored below, which is a critically important point to understand.

But a law’s interpretation can shift and change over time, and the #MeToo movement may lead judges (and juries, should a case proceed past summary judgment to trial) to think differently, and more empathetically, in the future about how workplace harassment affects women and to assess, accordingly, whether it is actionable. Conduct that may have been viewed as relatively

---

6 Henson v. City of Dundee, 682 F.2d 897, 902 (11th Cir. 1982).
7 Harris, 510 U.S. at 21–22.
8 This burden results from an affirmative defense available to employers in some, but not all, sexual harassment cases. Infra notes 72–74.
9 For a recent discussion of this point, see Yuki Noguchi, Sexual Harassment Cases Often Rejected by Courts, NPR (Nov. 28, 2017, 7:28 AM), https://www.npr.org/2017/11/28/565743374/sexual-harassment-cases-often-rejected-by-courts. As the article notes, “The standard for harassment under the law is high, and only an estimated 3 percent to 6 percent of the cases ever make it to trial.” Id. University of Cincinnati law professor Sandra Sperino, who reviewed over 1,000 sexual harassment cases dismissed before trial, noted “You’ll see case after case where a woman was groped at work and the court will dismiss the case as a matter of law, finding that’s not sexual harassment . . . .” Id. Moreover, a great many of the most highly publicized #MeToo claims would not be legally actionable for one simple reason—they are time-barred. See infra notes 46–51, for a discussion of the time limits governing Title VII claims.
10 Noguchi, supra note 9. As Stanford University law professor Deborah Rhode notes, “Often times it takes a kind of cultural consciousness raising moment like the one that we’re having now to force a reevaluation of standards.” Id.
harmless even in the recent past may take on a more sinister hue in the context of the #MeToo movement. This is a time to reflect, assess, and determine how our anti-discrimination laws should be best understood to protect women, and men, in the workplace.

In addition to describing the current state of law, this Essay identifies where and how the #MeToo movement might play a significant role in reshaping the law and how it could and should respond to workplace sexual harassment. Specifically, heightened awareness of the persistence and harms of sexual harassment may influence how factfinders assess severity and pervasiveness and how an imbalance of workplace power may affect that analysis. Employers, in the wake of #MeToo, may be more proactive in responding to allegations, even those that legally would be time-barred. Importantly, the #MeToo movement may also lead to a re-examination of anti-retaliation law, specifically a more generous understanding of what constitutes a reasonable, good faith belief that a statutory wrong has occurred. It may even lead courts to conclude that use of an employer’s internal anti-discrimination policy should constitute participation conduct under Title VII’s anti-retaliation provision. Each of these points is explored below.

I. HOW TITLE VII DEFINES SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Title VII, a federal anti-discrimination law, prohibits workplace discrimination on the basis of sex. Though originally enacted in 1964, it was not until 1986 that Title VII’s prohibition on sex discrimination was interpreted by the Supreme Court in Meritor Savings Bank, F.S.B. v. Vinson to encompass sexual harassment. For years, conduct we now recognize as unlawful harassment was regarded as merely personal in nature, having nothing to do with the law’s prohibitions against workplace discrimination, even when it took the

---

11 See infra Section I.A.
12 See infra Section I.B.
13 See infra Section I.C.
14 See infra Section III.A.
15 See infra Section III.B, for discussion of the participation clause.
16 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2000e-17 (2012). Title VII, which applies to employers with fifteen or more workers, prohibits discrimination because of race, sex, color, religion, or national origin. Id. Most states have their own statutes outlawing workplace discrimination, which are closely patterned after Title VII. In addition, state tort law claims such as assault, battery, intentional infliction of emotional distress or even wrongful discharge in violation of public policy can also provide a remedy in some circumstances for sexual harassment. The focus of this Essay, however, is on Title VII.
form of such blatant acts as firing workers who refused to sleep with their supervisors.18

The Supreme Court’s decision in Meritor was a game changer, putting sexual harassment firmly within the definition of sex discrimination. By the time the Meritor decision was handed down, harassment known as “quid pro quo”—the “sleep with me or you’re fired” form of harassment—had been recognized by the lower courts as the sex discrimination it so clearly was, at least when the worker was fired for refusing her boss’s advances.19 But Meritor went further, holding that even when the harassment results in no tangible detriment to the victim—e.g., no loss of pay, job, or promotion—it could still run afoul of the law.20 This form of sexual harassment became known as creating a “hostile work environment.”21

There were caveats, however. Not every pass, wolf whistle, or creepy comment would be actionable. Only if the conduct was sufficiently severe or pervasive, a standard the Meritor Court did not define, would it constitute discrimination within the meaning of Title VII.22 And the conduct had to be “unwelcome.”23

A. The Severity or Pervasiveness Requirement

Determining what constitutes sufficiently severe or pervasive harassment has proven problematic. Several years after Meritor, in Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc., the Court laid down one marker.24 Rebuffing the court below, the

---

19 Id. at 1703–05 (collecting cases). Pre-Meritor, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) Guidelines also recognized sexual harassment as sex-based discrimination. Meritor, 477 U.S. at 68 (citing 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(a) (1985)).
20 Meritor, 477 U.S. at 64. (“[T]he language of Title VII is not limited to ‘economic’ or ‘tangible’ discrimination. The phrase ‘terms, conditions, or privileges of employment’ evinces a congressional intent ‘to strike at the entire spectrum of disparate treatment of men and women’ in employment.”).
21 Id. at 65.
22 Id. at 67 (“For sexual harassment to be actionable, it must be sufficiently severe or pervasive ‘to alter the conditions of [the victim’s] employment and create an abusive working environment.’” (alteration in original)).
23 Id. at 68 (“The gravamen of any sexual harassment claim is that the alleged sexual advances were ‘unwelcome.’ While the question whether particular conduct was indeed unwelcome presents difficult problems of proof and turns largely on credibility determinations committed to the trier of fact . . . . The correct inquiry is whether respondent by her conduct indicated that the alleged sexual advances were unwelcome.” (citation omitted)).
Supreme Court held that harassing conduct need not be so severe as to cause mental distress to run afoul of Title VII.\textsuperscript{25} But other than ruling out the notion that sexual harassment must result in a mental breakdown to be actionable, the Court did precious little to further define where the bar lies.\textsuperscript{26} It described its standard as taking

> a middle path between making actionable any conduct that is merely offensive and requiring the conduct to cause a tangible psychological injury. As we pointed out in \textit{Meritor}, “mere utterance of an . . . epithet which engenders offensive feelings in a[n] employee,” does not sufficiently affect the conditions of employment to implicate Title VII. Conduct that is not severe or pervasive enough to create an objectively hostile or abusive work environment—an environment that a reasonable person would find hostile or abusive—is beyond Title VII’s purview. Likewise, if the victim does not subjectively perceive the environment to be abusive, the conduct has not actually altered the conditions of the victim’s employment, and there is no Title VII violation.\textsuperscript{27}

As Justice Scalia noted in his concurrence, this is hardly a clear standard, but he conceded he could come up with no better one.\textsuperscript{28}

In \textit{Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc.}, moreover, the Court emphasized that not all harassing conduct occurring in the workplace violates the law.\textsuperscript{29} It must be motivated by sex (or race or other statutorily protected characteristic) to come within the statute’s prohibitions. Ill-mannered or coarse behavior alone, no matter how egregious, does not, in and of itself, violate Title VII. It must occur “because of” sex. And even when it is because of sex, it must

\textsuperscript{25} Id.
\textsuperscript{26} The Court stated:

> [W]hether an environment is “hostile” or “abusive” can be determined only by looking at all the circumstances. These may include the frequency of the discriminatory conduct, its severity; whether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive utterance; and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee’s work performance. The effect on the employee’s psychological well-being is, of course, relevant to determining whether the plaintiff actually found the environment abusive. But while psychological harm, like any other relevant factor, may be taken into account, no single factor is required.

\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 21–22 (citation omitted).
\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 24 (Scalia, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{29} 523 U.S. 75, 80 (1998).
be sufficiently severe or pervasive. Title VII, the Court observed, is not a “general civility code.”

In most cases, the “because of sex” element has been readily assumed or established and has not proved too much of a stumbling block for sexual harassment claims. But determining when the alleged conduct rises to the level of being sufficiently severe or pervasive has been much tougher.

Generally speaking, the courts have assumed women (and truthfully, most of the victims in these cases are women) are made of pretty stern stuff when it comes to dealing with sex-based behavior in the workplace. Crude comments, even repeated ones; lewd gestures; and even unwanted touchings have been deemed insufficiently severe or pervasive to warrant the law’s intervention.

---

30 Id. at 81.
31 Id.
32 As Oncale confirms, there is an inference that harassment was “because of sex” when the sexual advances are made by a heterosexual to a member of the opposite sex. The “because of sex” element has proved most problematic in same-sex harassment cases, like Oncale, as the Court itself noted. Id. at 80. See, e.g., EEOC v. Boh Bros. Constr. Co., 731 F.3d 444, 454–60 (5th Cir. 2013) (extensive discussion on whether the same-sex harassment was because of sex).
33 Let’s look, for example, at the conduct alleged in Harris. As described by the Court, throughout Harris’ time at Forklift, Hardy [the Company’s president] often insulted her because of her gender and often made her the target of unwanted sexual innuendos. Hardy told Harris on several occasions, in the presence of other employees, “You’re a woman, what do you know” and “We need a man as the rental manager”; at least once, he told her she was “a dumb ass woman.” Again in front of others, he suggested that the two of them “go to the Holiday Inn to negotiate [Harris’] raise.” Hardy occasionally asked Harris and other female employees to get coins from his front pants pocket. He threw objects on the ground in front of Harris and other women, and asked them to pick the objects up. He made sexual innuendos about Harris’ and other women’s clothing. In mid-August 1987, Harris complained to Hardy about his conduct. Hardy said he was surprised that Harris was offended, claimed he was only joking, and apologized. He also promised he would stop, and based on this assurance Harris stayed on the job. But in early September, Hardy began anew: While Harris was arranging a deal with one of Forklift’s customers, he asked her, again in front of other employees, “What did you do, promise the guy . . . some [sex] Saturday night?” On October 1, Harris collected her paycheck and quit.

Harris, 510 U.S. at 19 (citations omitted). Were those allegations sufficient to support a hostile work environment claim? The Harris Court did not decide, instead remanding the case to the lower court, where the claim was settled. Id. at 23.

35 See, e.g., Watson v. Heartland Health Labs., Inc., 790 F.3d 856, 865 (8th Cir. 2015) (sexual touching and sexual slurs not enough); McMiller v. Metro, 738 F.3d 185, 189 (8th Cir. 2013) (sexual advances not sufficiently severe or pervasive); Paul v. Northrop Grumman Ship Sys., 309 F. App’x 825, 828 (5th Cir. 2009) (rubbing pelvic region against female employee’s hips and buttocks in a confrontation lasting ninety seconds
One time, stand-alone actions are, by definition, not pervasive, and usually not “severe,” which is a standard that has been reserved for the most egregious stand-alone acts—rapes, for example, have been regarded as severe, as have, in the rare instance, particularly offensive remarks in an especially sensitive setting. Thus, stand-alone acts are rarely actionable in and of themselves. In most cases, the question is whether the harassing words or conduct, taken as a whole, are pervasive enough to state a claim. Time after time, the conduct at issue has been held not to meet the requisite bar.

The #MeToo movement may possibly have an impact here. Today, there is a heightened awareness of the damage harassing conduct inflicts on its victims and a rising intolerance for perpetrators. Because the definition has been so nebulous, lower courts and juries have freedom to determine that conduct that may not have been regarded as sufficiently severe or pervasive even just a few years ago and thus is more likely to be recognized as actionable going forward. After all, as the Court has reminded us, context matters, and in today’s context, workplace behavior that may have been viewed more permissively in the past will now likely receive heightened scrutiny. Moreover, because these cases are

---

36 Berry v. Chi. Transit Auth., 618 F.3d 688, 689, 692 (7th Cir. 2010) (supervisor’s grabbing plaintiff’s breasts and rubbing his body against her sufficiently severe); Little v. Windermere Relocation, Inc., 301 F.3d 958, 967–68 (9th Cir. 2002) (rape is sufficiently severe); Howley v. Town of Stratford, 217 F.3d 141, 148, 156 (2d Cir. 2000) (referring to plaintiff as a f***ing whining c*** who got her job by performing sex was sufficiently severe).

37 For a description of numerous such cases, see SANDRA F. SPERINO & SUJA A. THOMAS, UNEQUAL: HOW AMERICA’S COURTS UNDERMINE DISCRIMINATION LAW 32–40 (2017).

38 See GLAMOUR, supra note 4, for a description of outcomes of allegations, even when the allegations have been denied by the alleged perpetrator.

39 Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Servs., Inc., 523 U.S. 75, 81 (1998) (“In . . . harassment cases, that inquiry requires careful consideration of the social context in which particular behavior occurs and is experienced by its target.”).
necessarily fact-based, circuit precedent may not be the constraint it often is in recognizing discrimination as actionable.

But there’s a limit. The Court has made clear that workers just need to deal with a certain level of sex-based, inappropriate conduct, even when that conduct occurs at the hands of supervisors. But rude and crude are likely still not enough to meet the law’s standards. Severity or pervasiveness remain requisites for a sexual harassment claim.

B. The Unwelcomeness Requirement

For actionable sexual harassment to exist, the conduct must be unwelcome. Consensual sexual relationships, even between a boss and his subordinate, are not banned by Title VII. The law does not presume that a difference in power in the workplace hierarchy necessarily means that any sexual conduct occurring is the result of undue pressure or an implied threat. Sex in the workplace, in other words, can be welcome, which makes pertinent the question: how would one know in advance whether an overture would be welcomed? Is “one free pass” still the Title VII standard, assuming it ever was?

In short, what the law currently regards as substantively actionable workplace harassment is completely incongruent with what the #MeToo movement has claimed as within its scope. Of course, there is a large area of overlap. Much of the sex-based workplace conduct the #MeToo movement has brought to the forefront of public discussion, such as being forcibly groped by

---

41 See, e.g., supra note 35.
42 Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775, 788 (1998) (“We have made it clear that conduct must be extreme to amount to a change in the terms and conditions of employment, and the Courts of Appeals have heeded this view.”).
43 Even when other workers have complained that their supervisor is favoring his paramour, no Title VII violation has been found. The seminal case in this area is DeCintio v. Westchester County Medical Center, 807 F.2d 304 (2d Cir. 1986), and the court’s approach, whatever its analytical flaws, still is the prevailing view. See Tenge v. Phillips Modern Ag Co., 446 F.3d 903 (8th Cir. 2006); Preston v. Wisconsin Health Fund, 397 F.3d 539, 541 (7th Cir. 2005) (“A male executive’s romantically motivated favoritism toward a female subordinate is not sex discrimination even when it disadvantages a male competitor of the woman.”); see also Kelly v. Howard I. Shapiro & Assocs. Consulting Eng’rs, P.C., 716 F.3d 10, 17 (2d. Cir. 2013) (complaints about “sexual favoritism” for paramours not protected under Title VII’s anti-retaliation provisions).
44 On remand, in Harris, the district court limited Harris’s case to the single harassing incident that occurred after she complained because the company president was unaware she was offended until she informed him that his remarks and conduct were unwelcome. Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., No. 3:89-0557, 1994 WL 792661, at *1 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 9, 1994). Small wonder the case settled.
45 See Noguchi, supra note 9.
one’s boss, would be conduct that any reasonable judge or jury would regard as unwelcome and sufficiently severe or pervasive. But—and this is the important point—not all of it is.

C. The Timeliness Requirement

Moreover, to state a viable sexual harassment claim, an employee must file a timely complaint of discrimination. The period for doing so is quite short—either 180 or 300 days, depending upon the jurisdiction. In claims involving a hostile work environment, however, where pervasiveness is often present because numerous incidents have accumulated over time, it would be unreasonable to require all harassing events to have occurred within that short time frame. And the law does not impose that requirement. The complained of conduct need not have occurred within that 180- or 300-day period, but at least one act contributing to the claim must fall within it for a hostile work environment claim to be timely filed. As for the so-called “quid pro quo” claims, those charges must be filed within the 180 or 300 days after the discrimination occurred.

Here is where a significant gap exists between many of the allegations publicized by the #MeToo movement and those the law regards as actionable. Many of the allegations involve conduct that allegedly occurred years or even decades ago. Any resulting claims would be dismissed out of hand if litigated in a court of law, as opposed to being litigated in the media, either social or

---

47 The time limit for filing a charge with the EEOC is 300 days (or thirty days after the state has terminated its proceedings, whichever is earlier) in deferral states, i.e., those states that have fair employment practices agencies. Id. The vast majority of states are deferral states. U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, FILING A CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION, https://www.eeoc.gov/employees/charge.cfm (last visited Sept. 24, 2018). But for the few states having no such state agency, the time limit for filing a charge with the EEOC is 180 days. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(e)(1).
48 See infra note 49 and accompanying text.
49 Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp. v. Morgan, 536 U.S. 101, 117 (2002). Of course, some conduct that would constitute sexual harassment under Title VII could also form the basis of a state law tort claim alleging assault, battery, intentional infliction of emotional distress, or even wrongful discharge in violation of public policy. If a governmental employer is involved, there may even be a possible constitutional claim for gender discrimination. Such claims would expand the period for bringing suit to two to three years, generally speaking. See generally Martha Chamallas, Discrimination and Outrage: The Migration from Civil Rights to Tort Law, 48 WM. & MARY L. REV. 2115 (2007). While this article’s focus is on Title VII, it is important to remember that additional remedies for harassment may be found.
50 Id. at 114–15. For a good discussion of the limitation periods for filing sexual harassment claims and the impact on the #MeToo movement, see Law Talks with BJ, #MeToo Meets the Law: A Discussion of Sexual Harassment Law (Feb. 28, 2018) (downloaded using iTunes).
mainstream. As the Supreme Court has stated: “A discriminatory act which is not made the basis for a timely charge . . . . is merely an unfortunate event in history which has no present legal consequences.”

So why, then, are men losing their jobs over conduct that is alleged to have occurred many years ago? Perhaps their employers are in the public eye and are particularly sensitive to negative press coverage. When the employer is the New York Times, The New Yorker, NBC, CBS, Fox, or ABC News—organizations that have aggressively pursued #MeToo news stories against other employers—this explanation seems particularly apt. Moreover, when the alleged harasser is high-profile, allegations against him can drag his employer into the public eye, leading that employer to distance itself from the allegations to avoid a negative impact on its bottom line.

In the typical workplace, however, when neither the employer nor the alleged harasser is particularly high-profile or newsworthy (in other words, in the workplaces where most people work), are employers firing their employees based on newly-made accusations of wrongdoing alleged to have occurred years ago? Though hard to say for sure, it seems unlikely. Memories fade, witnesses are often unavailable, and determining what happened in the distant past is a daunting task. While employers certainly can, in the usual case, fire employees for whatever reason they wish, including on the basis of a stale and unproven allegation of harassment (which this Essay discusses in greater detail later below), they are unlikely to do so, particularly if the accused worker has an otherwise unblemished record or is a productive worker who enhances the employer’s bottom line.

That does not mean that a prudent employer should ignore harassment allegations that would be time-barred by the statute. To the extent the allegations can be investigated, they should be. Even if the employer cannot conduct an effective investigation due to the passage of time, having the allegations on file may prove important in the event of future allegations. The #MeToo movement may shape how employers respond to stale claims, encouraging employers to

52 See GLAMOUR, supra note 4, for a description of the repercussions that have followed reports of sexual misconduct, even misconduct alleged to have occurred in the distant past.
53 See Law Talks with BJ, supra note 50.
54 “At-will” is the common law default rule for employment in the United States, meaning that an employee can be fired for a good reason, a bad reason, or no reason at all. See Restatement of Emp’t Law § 2.01 (Am. Law Inst. 2018).
55 See infra notes 83–84 and accompanying text.
treat them seriously, to open investigations, and to keep the accusations on file, even when the results of any investigation are inconclusive.

II. EMPLOYER LIABILITY

Even when the above elements for a sexual harassment claim have been met, a claim may still not be actionable. For Title VII purposes, it is not enough that the conduct be sex-based, unwelcome, and sufficiently severe or pervasive. It must also be attributable to a statutory employer, either directly or vicariously.\(^{56}\) Otherwise, the conduct does not violate Title VII. Title VII prohibits discrimination by employers, not by the world at large, or even by supervisors in their individual capacity.\(^{57}\)

A. Vicarious Liability for Supervisory Harassment

In *Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth*\(^{58}\) and *Faragher v. City of Boca Raton*,\(^{59}\) the Supreme Court confronted the question of employer liability for sexual harassment by supervisors head on. In the wake of *Meritor* and *Harris*, lower courts had divided the universe of sexual harassment claims into two categories: (1) quid pro quo claims and (2) hostile work environment claims.

Quid pro quo claims, those in which the employee experiences a job detriment as a result of sexual harassment—like being fired or denied a promotion for refusing to sleep with her boss—were uniformly viewed as appropriately tagged to the employer.\(^{60}\) Just as if an employee had been fired because of his race, a worker fired for refusing to sleep with her boss could allege a claim for which the employer could be held responsible, even if the action was against company policy and the higher-ups were wholly unaware of the impermissible motivation for the termination.\(^{61}\) But when it came to hostile work environment claims, courts followed a different path. Was it fair, they asked, to hold employers automatically liable when a supervisor creates a hostile work environment, one that results in no tangible job detriment to an employee? Most courts said no; only if the employing entity knew or should have known of the


\(^{58}\) 524 U.S. at 742.


\(^{60}\) *Ellerth*, 524 U.S. at 751–54 (describing the approach of the lower courts).

\(^{61}\) Id. at 760–63.
harassing conduct and failed to take steps to correct it should the employer be on the hook.62

This state of the law resulted in elaborate judicial discussions about whether the harassment alleged fit into the quid pro quo category, as opposed to falling on the hostile work environment side of the line. If a supervisor’s comments, for example, created the impression that a failure to accede to his requests for sexual favors would result in a loss of job opportunities but there was no follow through on that threat, was that quid pro quo or hostile work environment?63 What if the job actions resulting from a failure to accede took the form of a heightened share of more onerous assignments, but assignments that fit squarely within the job description and carrying no economic consequence?64 If these examples were viewed as quid pro quo harassment, then the employer would be liable, and a claim would exist. If they were instead viewed as “merely” the creation of a hostile work environment, then there would be no employer liability, and thus no claim, unless the employer was aware of the harassment and failed to act. The Seventh Circuit’s en banc decision in Ellerth is a good illustration of this dilemma; the en banc case resulted in eight separate opinions wrestling with the question of whether the conduct alleged should be properly categorized as quid pro quo (for which the employer would be vicariously liable for the harassment) or as a hostile work environment (for which it would be liable only if it were deemed to have been negligent).65

In its decision in Ellerth, and the companion case of Faragher, the Supreme Court eschewed these labels. The issue, the Court recognized, was when, under the statute, the employer should be held liable, directly or vicariously, for sexual harassment that occurs in its workplace.66

In determining when employer liability should exist, the Court turned to the Restatement of Agency for guidance and set forth the following liability principles. First, if the harassment results in a tangible job action, then the employer is automatically vicariously liable.67 But for the power vested in the supervisor by the employer under the agency relationship, the wrong could not

---

62 Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 751–54 (describing the approach of the lower courts).
63 The Ellerth case, for example, involved threats, not carried out, to retaliate against Ellerth if she refused her supervisor’s sexual overtures. Id. at 748.
64 The Faragher case, for example, involved such a scenario. Faragher, 524 U.S. at 780–81.
65 524 U.S. at 749 (discussing the lower court’s eight separate opinions in the case).
66 Id. at 754.
67 Id. at 760–63.
have occurred. It is the supervisor’s status as supervisor that enables him to take the tangible job action.\textsuperscript{68} Those without supervisory status cannot, the Court reasoned, take tangible job actions, and thus it is appropriate to hold the employer liable for the tangible job actions its agent could not have taken without that authority.\textsuperscript{69}

Second, hostile work environments do not necessarily depend upon supervisory status for their creation.\textsuperscript{70} Even coworkers can create a hostile work environment.\textsuperscript{71} Accordingly, the Court drew a distinction between the two forms of harassment, when it comes to employer liability, by creating an affirmative defense in hostile work environment claims.\textsuperscript{72} If the hostile work environment occurs at the hands of a supervisor, employer liability is presumed; the Court recognized the supervisor’s status as supervisor may well make it easier for him to create the hostile environment.\textsuperscript{73}

Third, that presumption, importantly, can be rebutted. If the employer can prove (1) that it took reasonable steps to prevent and correct the hostile work environment created by its supervisor \textit{and} (2) that the victim unreasonably failed to take advantage of corrective or preventive measures or to avoid harm otherwise, then the employer can avoid liability.\textsuperscript{74}

\textit{Ellerth} and \textit{Faragher}, of course, left questions in their wake, some of which were answered by subsequent decisions and some of which were not. What constitutes a tangible job action? For example, is a constructive discharge a tangible job action for which the employer is automatically liable? Not necessarily, according to the Court in \textit{Pennsylvania State Police v. Suders}.\textsuperscript{75} Who counts as a supervisor, as opposed to a coworker, in cases involving hostile work environments? Only someone, said the Court in \textit{Vance v. Ball State University}, who has been empowered to take tangible job actions against the

\textsuperscript{68} Id. at 761–62.  
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 760–63; see also \textit{Faragher}, 524 U.S. at 785–804, for a discussion of the reasons for automatic vicarious liability in cases involving tangible acts of discrimination and the affirmative defense for hostile work environment claims.  
\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Ellerth}, 524 U.S. at 763.  
\textsuperscript{71} Id.  
\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 763–65.  
\textsuperscript{73} \textit{Faragher}, 524 U.S. at 803.  
\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Ellerth}, 524 U.S. at 765. It is important for lower courts to remember that, when framed in terms of the employer’s liability, this is a disjunctive, not a conjunctive, standard. If the employer cannot establish one prong of the defense, it loses, even if it can establish the other.  
\textsuperscript{75} 542 U.S. 129, 134 (2004).
particular victim;76 tangible job actions were described as those effecting "a
significant change in employment status, such as hiring, firing, failing to
promote, reassignment with significantly different responsibilities, or a decision
caus[ing] a significant change in benefits."77 Absent such authority, no vicarious
employer liability will exist.78

In sum, Title VII thus does not operate as a blanket prohibition against
inappropriate sex-based behavior in the workplace. To date, courts have required
that the conduct be fairly egregious to be considered severe or pervasive.79 They
have been unwilling to presume that an imbalance of power necessarily equates
to unwelcomeness when it comes to romantic overtures.80 And the law places
on the victim, in cases where no tangible job action is at issue, the burden of
speaking up and making use of whatever employer anti-harassment policies are
in place.81 Otherwise, her claim may be forfeited. And even where all these
requisites have been met, she must file a charge with the EEOC in a timely
manner.82

B. Exploring a Hypothetical Case

To see how uncertain the terrain is, imagine an employee whose supervisor
puts his hand on her thigh during a performance review. Making the example a
little easier, assume he has hiring and firing authority, cementing his supervisory
status under Vance. The employee believes that pushing his hand away or telling
him to stop will affect her performance evaluation, though he never says so. She
does not push his hand away, and she does not report him to human resources
even though she is aware of her company’s policy against sexual harassment.
She gets a glowing performance evaluation. Does she have a Title VII claim?
The answer is not so simple.

Was there a tangible job action? Presumably not. Thus, there would be no
automatic employer liability here. Does his placing his hand on her thigh create
a hostile work environment? Assuming this is a one-time event, the answer is
not clear. Courts have found that actions more egregious than this do not rise to
the requisite level of creating a hostile work environment, although the fact that

77 Id.
78 Id. at 424.
79 See supra notes 24–42 and accompanying text.
80 See supra notes 43–44 and accompanying text.
81 See supra note 74 and accompanying text.
82 See supra notes 46–51 and accompanying text.
it occurred in the context of a discussion about her job performance may well (and should) affect the analysis. And it is certainly possible that this is where the #MeToo movement could have an impact, with the widespread discussion in the media about workplace harassment and its impact on women leading decision makers to view conduct such as this as sufficiently severe, even if not pervasive.

But what about the affirmative defense? Even though he is a supervisor within the meaning of *Vance* and even assuming his conduct meets the threshold for severity (a very high bar), her employer has a policy against workplace harassment. The employee is well aware of her employer’s policy and has failed to make use of it. Therefore, even if the requisites for a claim were otherwise met, the affirmative defense would likely prevail here. The employer has taken the steps it can take to correct and prevent harassment and, as the law stands now, the employee would be viewed as unreasonably failing to take advantage of those steps.

This result, as it stands, puts a pretty heavy burden on the employee. She did not cross any lines in the workplace; he did. And now she must shoulder the burden of reporting his conduct and risking the negative job consequences that may flow from that reporting—all the while, risking the possibility that she will not be believed. Sexual harassment claims are often matters of “she said/he said,” and if he denies the conduct happened, where does that leave her? It is not clear.

Were she to make a complaint against him, the company could fire him merely on the basis that an allegation was made without risking any liability under Title VII.83 But most companies, at least until now, have been loath to fire

---

83 See Elizabeth Chuck, *Accusations in the #MeToo Era: How Companies Handle Complaints*, NBC News (Dec. 17, 2017, 8:27 AM), https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/sexual-misconduct/accusations-metoo-era-how-companies-handle-complaints-829326 (“[E]mployment law attorneys and human resource experts say terminating or suspending an employee who faces unproven allegations of sexual harassment is often the safest decision a company can make to protect other employees. It’s also completely legal in most states, they add.”). This has been standard advice for years, and not simply to protect other employees. The advice is given to protect the company should a claim be brought or future allegations be made. This advice is grounded in the assumption that the alleged harasser is at-will, as most workers in this country are. An at-will employee is one who lacks protection against dismissal, with or without cause. Some alleged harassers, however, do have protection against firing without good cause, such as those who have a fixed term contract or who work under a collective bargaining agreement or other arrangements that prevent terminations without just cause. In those situations, firing a worker over unproven allegations of harassment can result in litigation. For example, James Levine, recently fired by the Metropolitan Opera after the *New York Times* reported allegations of harassment dating back to 50 years ago, has sued for breach of contract. See Michael Cooper, *James Levine, Fired Over Abuse Allegations, Sues the Met Opera*, N.Y. Times (Mar. 15, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/15/arts/music/metropolitan-opera-james-levine.html.
productive supervisory personnel on the basis of uncredited allegations of harassment. And since much harassment takes place without witnesses, determining the truth of allegations is often difficult. So the victim, should she complain, likely now will continue to work with a supervisor she has accused of making a pass at her in, at best, an awkward work environment. No wonder she may think twice before making a complaint.

III. RETALIATION

Changing the example, assume the employee does follow her company’s internal procedure and report the incident. Even if the company takes no action against her supervisor, either because it deems the allegation insufficiently serious or not credited, she is now protected from retaliation, isn’t she? In other words, surely she cannot be punished because she did what the company’s policy encouraged her to do?

Unfortunately, her protection here is uncertain as well. Title VII prohibits discrimination against those who have filed charges or who have otherwise opposed actions prohibited by the statute. When a worker uses the statute’s formal mechanisms to complain, her protection against retaliation is pretty much

84 As noted earlier, the #MeToo movement’s allegations against prominent men have resulted in adverse action against them, even when the allegations have been denied and are unproven. See supra notes 4, 52–53. And also noted above, for many years, employment lawyers routinely have advised their clients that the safer course of action in cases where it is unclear whether the alleged harassment occurred is to simply fire the person alleged to have done the harassing. Id. His ability to recover for the termination, particularly if he is at will, often poses a much lower risk to the employer than doing nothing and having to defend against subsequent allegations. But a quick perusal of case law does not show employers following that path to date.

85 42 U.S.C § 2000e-3(a) (2012). Protection under the participation clause has been deemed pretty much absolute by the courts; participation conduct involves actions such as filing a charge with the EEOC, filing a lawsuit or testifying at trial. See generally U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, EEOC ENFORCEMENT GUIDANCE ON RETALIATION AND RELATED ISSUES, 915.004 (2016). Protection for opposition conduct (opposing without formal charges of discrimination) is far from absolute. To date, internal complaints have been deemed opposition, not participation, conduct. See Clark Cty. Sch. Dist. v. Breeden, 532 U.S. 268, 269–70 (2001). In Crawford v. Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee, 555 U.S. 271, 276 (2009), the Court held that participation in an employer’s investigation of a complaint is opposition conduct; it declined to address whether it could also be protected under the participation clause.
ironclad—but that protection does not always extend when the employee opposes actions through other means. 86

A. The Opposition Clause

In the example, the worker filed no charges with the EEOC, 87 but she did oppose the conduct, making use of her company’s anti-harassment policy. However, is what she complained of in fact prohibited by the statute? Probably not, as the law currently stands. Recall that we wondered whether this one-time incident—even assuming her allegation was deemed credible—would meet the requisite level of severity. If not, then she would have no claim for sexual harassment. And if what she was reporting was not in fact sexual harassment, would she have protection against retaliation for reporting it to her employer?

The lower courts, for the most part, have read the statute to protect employees from retaliation when opposing what is in fact unlawful but also conduct that a victim reasonably and in good faith believes is unlawful. 88 In other words, even if a court were to determine that discrimination in fact did not occur, if the hypothetical victim reasonably and in good faith believed she was the victim of harassment, her internal complaint would be protected against retaliation. The Supreme Court, however, has not yet embraced this reading of the statutory language, suggesting that it may require that conduct in fact be unlawful before complaints about it will be protected. 89

Assuming that a reasonable and good faith belief is sufficient, though, as the lower courts have held, does the employee have a valid complaint here? Even assuming she made the report in good faith, is it reasonable for her to believe

86 See infra notes 88–91.
87 And had she done so on the basis of this incident alone, her claim for sexual harassment would likely have been unsuccessful for the reasons discussed in Section II above.
89 Breeden, 532 U.S. at 270. As the Court noted:

The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has applied § 2000e-3(a) to protect employee “opposition” not just to practices that are actually “made . . . unlawful” by Title VII, but also to practices that the employee could reasonably believe were unlawful. We have no occasion to rule on the propriety of this interpretation, because even assuming it is correct, no one could reasonably believe that the incident recounted above violated Title VII.

Id. The lower courts, however, have continued to find opposition conduct protected if employees had a reasonable, good faith belief that way they were opposing was unlawful. See Lidge, infra note 90.
that this one-time incident rises to the requisite level of severity? There is obviously some room between conduct the law in fact condemns as unlawful and conduct that is not unlawful but that a reasonable person could well believe is. In other words, even if not unlawful, her complaints about the conduct could still be protected.

Here, too, the #MeToo movement may have another impact. To the extent there is a growing awareness and recognition of the harms of sex-based harassment, courts may be more willing to find a victim’s belief that an unwanted touching or suggestive comments violated the law to be reasonable, even if the conduct itself does not meet the standard.

B. The Participation Clause

The Ellerth Court’s affirmative defense, with the burden placed on victims to speak up, also suggests that an even wider berth of protection should be given to those who make use of their company’s internal procedures, as several commentators, and even a few courts, have noted. The purpose of the affirmative defense, after all, is to allow the employer to prevent and correct inappropriate behavior before it rises to the requisite level of severity or pervasiveness. As the Court observed, employers and employees want workplaces free of harassment, not lawsuits. And the affirmative defense was one the Court essentially read into the statute. Thus, it could be viewed as participation conduct, as some commentators have urged. Absolutely protecting those who speak out at the earliest opportunity, before the conduct can progress to severe or pervasive proportions, would seem in keeping with the Court’s creation of the affirmative defense. Accordingly, regarding such activity

---

90 Courts have often found internal complaints of sexual harassment unprotected when the conduct that is alleged to have occurred is not sufficiently severe or pervasive, a result that has drawn much criticism from commentators. See generally Deborah L. Brake, Retaliation in an EEO World, 89 IND. L.J. 115, 117–18 (2014); Ernest F. Lidge, III, The Necessity of Expanding Protection from Retaliation for Employees Who Complain About Hostile Environment Harassment, 53 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 39, 85–86 (2014); Craig Robert Senn, Redefining Protected “Opposition” Activity in Employment Retaliation Cases, 37 CARDozo L. REV. 2035, 2043 (2016).

91 See Boyer-Liberto v. Fountainbleau Corp., 786 F.3d 264, 284 (4th Cir. 2015) (en banc) (“[A]n employee will have a reasonable belief that a hostile work environment is occurring based on an isolated incident if that harassment is physically threatening or humiliating.”).

92 See id. at 282–83; sources cited infra note 96.


95 See infra note 96.
as within the reach of the statute’s participation clause, with its absolute protection, would seem in keeping with the goals of the affirmative defense.96

This protection, however, to date has not occurred.97 The Supreme Court, in Crawford v. Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee, held that participation in an internal investigation was opposition conduct but declined to determine whether it falls within the participation clause.98 Lower courts have found such internal complaints to be opposition, not participation, conduct, leaving those who complain subject to the “reasonable, good faith” test.99 Thus, while the affirmative defense pushes workers to speak up promptly to allow harassing behavior to be nipped in the bud, the anti-retaliation provision has not been read to protect all such complaints. As some scholars have pointed out, there is an inconsistency between an affirmative defense that places on victims the onus of speaking up and an interpretation of the anti-retaliation provision that fails to protect all those who do.100

Here again, #MeToo may prove influential. Women are speaking up, at least to reporters and through social media, but usually only after leaving their jobs. If they are to take the crucially important step of speaking up in their workplaces, they need to know they will be protected from retaliation when they do. Harmonizing the Ellerth and Faragher affirmative defense with the reach of Title VII’s anti-retaliation provisions is a step the Court readily could, and should, take without need for a statutory amendment (although a statutory amendment could certainly do the job as well). The affirmative defense was read into the statute by the Court,101 and when the question comes before it, reading the statute’s anti-retaliation provision in a manner that helps the affirmative defense work best to do its job would make the statute more cohesive and more consistent with the Court’s Ellerth and Faragher decisions.

This reading could happen in one of two ways. First, when the Court confronts the question left unanswered in Crawford, it could hold that internal

---

97 See, e.g., EEOC v. Total Sys. Servs., Inc., 221 F.3d 1171, 1174 (11th Cir. 2000).
99 See Lidge, supra note 90.
100 Supra note 96.
complaints and their investigation fall within the absolute protections of the participation clause. Second, the courts could, and should, be particularly generous in their construction of “reasonable, good faith belief” when it comes to allegations of sexual harassment. Not only is the line between lawful and unlawful conduct often unclear, but employers’ own policies encourage employees to bring forward complaints at the earliest opportunity to avoid misconduct developing into harassment that may reasonably be viewed as severe or pervasive. Either, or both, of these shifts in anti-retaliation law would strengthen not only Title VII’s anti-retaliation provisions but also its prohibitions on sexual harassment as well.

CONCLUSION

The #MeToo movement is shining an unprecedented light on the sex-based misconduct that has been for too long a fact of life in too many workplaces. Even with a federal law prohibiting sexual harassment, such misconduct has flourished. This Essay focuses on the disconnect between the law and the popular conception of it, an explanation of the current state of the law as it has been interpreted and applied, and the possibility for evolving societal norms, as reflected in the #MeToo movement, to reshape the law. Understanding the law as it presently exists, not just as we wish it existed, is a crucial step in evolving the law to become what society wants the law to be. To reference another hashtag of the movement, #TimesUp.